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Abstract
The behavior of the collective rotor in the chiral motion of triaxially deformed nuclei is investi-
gated using the particle rotor model by transforming the wave functions from the K-representation
to the R-representation. After examining the energy spectra of the doublet bands and their energy
differences as functions of the triaxial deformation, the angular momentum components of the
rotor, proton, neutron, and the total system are investigated. Moreover, the probability distribu-
tions of the rotor angular momentum (R-plots) and their projections onto the three principal axes
(KR-plots) are analyzed. The evolution of the chiral mode from a chiral vibration at the low spins
to a chiral rotation at high spins is illustrated at triaxial deformations γ = 20◦ and 30◦.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nuclear chiral rotation is an exotic form of spontaneous symmetry breaking. It can
occur when high-j proton states (particles) lie above the Fermi level and high-j neutron
states (holes) lie below the Fermi level (or vice versa), and at the same time the nuclear
core is of triaxial ellipsoidal shape [1]. The angular momenta of the valence particles and
holes are aligned along the short and long axes of the triaxial core, respectively, while the
angular momentum of the rotational core is aligned along the intermediate axis. The three
angular momenta can be arranged to form a left-handed or a right-handed system. Such
an arrangement leads to the breaking of chiral symmetry (χ = T R2(pi), with time reversal
T and 180◦ degree rotation R2(pi)) in the body-fixed frame. With the restoration of this
symmetry in the laboratory frame, degenerate doublet ∆I = 1 bands with the same parity,
so-called chiral doublet bands [1], occur.
So far, more than 50 candidates for this phenomenon have been observed in odd-odd nuclei
as well as in odd-A and even-even nuclei, and these are spread over the mass regions A ∼ 80,
100, 130, and 190. For more details, see the review articles [2–7] and the corresponding data
tables in Ref. [8]. With the prediction [9] and confirmation [10] of multiple chiral doublets
(MχD) in a single nucleus, the investigation of nuclear chirality continues to be one of the
hottest topic in modern nuclear physics [11–33].
By now it is well-known that chiral rotations (aplanar rotations of the total angular
momentum) can exist only above a critical spin I, see Refs. [23, 32, 34–36]. Actually, at low
spins a chiral vibration, understood as an oscillation of the total angular momentum between
the left- and the right-handed configuration, happens. This suggests that the orientation
of the angular momenta of the rotor, the particle(s), and the hole(s) are coplanar near the
bandhead of a chiral band. This feature is caused by the fact that the angular momentum of
the rotor is much smaller than those of the proton and the neutron near the bandhead [32].
On the other hand, at high spin, a chiral rotation occurs, which is driven by the increase of
the rotor angular momentum along the intermediate axis.
Obviously, the rotor plays an essential role in the evolution of the chiral mode from the
chiral vibration to the chiral rotation. Therefore, the detailed exploration of the behavior of
the collective rotor in nuclear chiral motion is of high interest. Previously, such investigations
were mainly carried out by calculating expectation values of components of the rotor angular
2
momentum [15, 16, 22, 37–41]). Only rare attempts have been made to investigate the
detailed wave functions of the collective rotor in chiral bands. To our knowledge only in
Ref. [14], the rotor wave functions have been explored at the beginning and the end of chiral
bands.
In this work we will take the system of one h11/2 proton-particle and one h11/2 neutron-
hole coupled to a triaxial rigid rotor as concrete example to investigate systematically the
behavior of the collective rotor angular momentum in nuclear chiral motion.
Among various nuclear models, the particle rotor model (PRM) has been widely used to
describe chiral doublet bands with different kinds of particle-hole configurations [1, 10, 18,
20, 22, 26, 28, 32, 37–50]. It is a quantum mechanical model, which treats the collective
rotation and the intrinsic single-particle motions based on a description of the system in the
laboratory frame. The pertinent Hamiltonian is diagonalized with total angular momentum
I as a good quantum number, and the energy splittings and tunneling probabilities between
doublet bands can be obtained directly from eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.
Usually, the PRM Hamiltonian is diagonalized in the strong coupling basis [51, 52], where
the projection of the total spin onto the 3-axis of the intrinsic frame is a good quantum
number, denoted by K. In this K-representation, the rotor angular momentum R and its
three possible projections KR on the intrinsic axes do not appear explicitly. In order to give
the proper wave function of the rotor, one has to express the PRM wave function in terms
of the weak-coupling basis [51, 52], in which both R and KR are good quantum numbers.
This transformation gives the R-representation, and from the corresponding probability
distributions one can derive the R-plot and three KR-plots.
The technique to transform the PRM wave function from the K-representation to the R-
representation is outlined in the textbook [51]. In particular, we have used it in Ref. [53] to
investigate the behavior of the collective rotor in the wobbling motion of 135Pr. In the present
work, we extend the same method to investigate chiral bands based on a two-quasiparticle
configuration.
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II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A. Particle rotor Hamiltonian
In the particle rotor model (PRM) the Hamiltonian for a system with one proton and
one neutron coupled to a triaxial rigid rotor is composed as [1, 37, 38, 42, 43]
HˆPRM = Hˆcoll + Hˆp + Hˆn, (1)
where Hˆcoll represents the Hamiltonian of the rigid rotor,
Hˆcoll =
3∑
k=1
Rˆ2k
2Jk (2)
=
3∑
k=1
(Iˆk − jˆpk − jˆnk)2
2Jk , (3)
with the index k = 1, 2, 3 denoting the three principal axes in the body-fixed frame.
Here, Rˆk and Iˆk are the angular momentum operators of the collective rotor and the total
nucleus, while jˆp(n)k is the angular momentum operator of the valence proton (neutron).
Moreover, the parameters Jk are the three principal moments of inertia. When calculating
matrix elements of Hˆcoll, the R-representation is most conveniently used because its form in
Eq. (2), while the form in Eq. (3) is preferably treated in the K-representation.
The Hamiltonians Hˆp and Hˆn describe the single proton and neutron outside of the rotor.
For a nucleon in a single-j shell orbital, it is given by
Hˆp(n) = ±1
2
C
{
cos γ
[
jˆ23 −
j(j + 1)
3
]
+
sin γ
2
√
3
(
jˆ2+ + jˆ
2
−
)}
, (4)
where the plus sign refers to a particle and the minus sign to a hole and γ serves as the
triaxial deformation parameter. The coupling parameter C is proportional to the quadrupole
deformation parameter β of the rotor.
B. Basis transformation from K-representation to R-representation
The PRM Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) is usually solved by diagonalization in the strong-
coupling basis (K-representation) [51, 52]
|jpΩpjnΩnK, IM〉
4
=√
1
2
[
|jpΩp〉|jnΩn〉|IMK〉
+ (−1)I−jp−jn|jp − Ωp〉|jn − Ωn〉|IM −K〉
]
. (5)
where I denotes the total angular momentum quantum number of the odd-odd nuclear
system (rotor plus proton and neutron) andM refers to the projection onto the 3-axis of the
laboratory frame. Furthermore, Ωp(n) is the quantum number for the 3-axis component of
the valence nucleon angular momentum operator jp(n) in the intrinsic frame, while D
I
MK(ω)
are the usual Wigner-functions, depending on three Euler angles ω = (ψ′, θ′, φ′). Under
the requirement of the D2 symmetry of a triaxial nucleus [51], K and Ωp take the values:
K = −I, . . . , I and Ωp = −jp, . . . , jp. The quantum number Ωn goes over the range Ωn =
−jn, . . . , jn and it has to fulfil the condition that KR = K − Ωp − Ωn is a positive even
integer. In the special case KR = 0, only positive values Ωn = 1/2, . . . , jn are allowed. With
these choices, the dimension of the Hamiltonian matrix is (2I + 1)(2jp + 1)(2jn + 1)/4.
In the K-representation (5), the rotor angular momentum quantum number R does not
appear explicitly. In order to obtain the wave function of the rotor in the R-representation,
one has to change the basis. The details of this orthogonal transformation for a triaxial
system with odd particle number can be found in Refs. [53–55]. Here, following the procedure
presented in Ref. [53], we will extend it here to an odd-odd nucleus.
The rotational wave function of the total nuclear system in the laboratory frame can be
expressed in the R-representation as
|jpjn(Jpn)RKR, IM〉
=
∑
Mpn,MR
〈JpnMpnRMR|IM〉|JpnMpn〉|RMRτ〉
=
∑
Mpn,MR,mp,mn
〈JpnMpnRMR|IM〉
× 〈jpmpjnmn|JpnMpn〉|jpmp〉|jnmn〉|RMRτ〉, (6)
where first the coupling of jp and jn to Jpn is performed and after that Jpn and the rotor
quantum number R are coupled to total angular momentum I. In the above expression,
MR, Mpn, and mp(n) are the projection quantum numbers of R, Jpn, and jp(n) on the 3-
axis in the laboratory frame, respectively. Obviously, the appearance of Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients requires M = Mpn +MR = mp + mn +MR. The value of Jpn is in the range
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|jp − jn| ≤ Jpn ≤ jp + jn. Accordingly, for a given Jpn, the value of R must satisfy the
triangular condition |I−Jpn| ≤ R ≤ I+Jpn of angular momentum coupling. The additional
quantum number τ refers to the projection of R onto a specific body-fixed axis.
Now we perform the transformation from the R-representation to the K-representation.
In the K-representation, the quantum number τ is identified with the projection KR of
R onto a principal axis. Making use of Wigner-functions, the wave functions of the two
particles and the rotor in Eq. (6) can be written as
|jpmp〉 =
jp∑
Ωp=−jp
D
jp
mpΩp
(ω)|jpΩp〉, (7)
|jnmn〉 =
jn∑
Ωn=−jn
DjnmnΩn(ω)|jnΩn〉, (8)
|RMRKR〉 =
√
2R + 1
16pi2(1 + δKR0)
×
[
DRMRKR(ω) + (−1)RDRMR−KR(ω)
]
, (9)
where, as mentioned already above, KR is an even integer ranging from 0 to R, with KR = 0
is excluded for odd R. Both restrictions come from the D2 symmetry of a triaxial nucleus [51].
Substituting Eqs. (7)-(9) into Eq. (6), one obtains
|jpjn(Jpn)RKR, IM〉
=
∑
K,Ωp,Ωn
A
IK,JpnΩpn
jpΩpjnΩn,RKR
|jpΩpjnΩnK, IM〉, (10)
with the expansion coefficients
A
IK,JpnΩpn
jpΩpjnΩn,RKR
=
√
2R + 1
2I + 1
√
1 + δKR,0
× 〈jpΩpjnΩn|JpnΩpn〉〈JpnΩpnRKR|IK〉. (11)
Obviously, the transformation between the K-representation and the R-representation is an
orthogonal transformation, and therefore the expansion coefficients satisfy the relations
∑
K,Ωp,Ωn,Ωpn
A
IK,JpnΩpn
jpΩpjnΩn,RKR
A
IK,JpnΩpn
jpΩpjnΩn,R′K ′R
= δRR′δKRK ′R, (12)
6
∑
R,KR,Jpn,Ωpn
A
IK,JpnΩpn
jpΩpjnΩn,RKR
A
IK ′,JpnΩpn
jpΩ′pjnΩ
′
n,RKR
= δΩpΩ′pδΩnΩ′nδKK ′. (13)
Due to the orthogonality property, the inverse transformation follows immediately as
|jpΩpjnΩnK, IM〉
=
∑
R,KR,Jpn,Ωpn
A
IK,JpnΩpn
jpΩpjnΩn,RKR
|jpjn(Jpn)RKR, IM〉. (14)
With this formula, we have successfully transformed the PRM basis functions from the
K-representation to the R-representation.
The advantage of the basis states in Eq. (14) is a more convenient calculation of the
matrix elements of the collective rotor Hamiltonian
〈jpΩ′pjnΩ′nK ′, IM |Hˆcoll|jpΩpjnΩnK, IM〉
=
∑
R′,K ′
R
,J ′pn,Ω
′
pn
∑
R,KR,Jpn,Ωpn
A
IK ′,J ′pnΩ
′
pn
jpΩ′pjnΩ
′
n,R
′K ′
R
A
IK,JpnΩpn
jpΩpjnΩn,RKR
× 〈jpjn(J ′pn)RK ′R, IM |Hˆcoll|jpjn(Jpn)RKR, IM〉
=
∑
R,KR,K
′
R
,Jpn,Ωpn,Ω′pn
A
IK ′,JpnΩ′pn
jpΩpjnΩn,RK ′R
A
IK,JpnΩpn
jpΩpjnΩn,RKR
×
(∑
i
cRiK ′
R
ERic
Ri
KR
)
. (15)
The energy eigenvalues ERi and corresponding expansion coefficients c
Ri
KR
(i labels the dif-
ferent eigenstates) are obtained by diagonalizing the collective rotor Hamiltonian Hˆcoll in
the basis |RMRKR〉 introduced in Eq. (9)
Hˆcoll|RMRi〉 = ERi|RMRi〉, (16)
|RMRi〉 =
∑
KR
cRiKR|RMRKR〉. (17)
Most importantly, the transformation (14) allows us also to calculate the probability
distributions of the rotor angular momentum, which will be given in the following subsection.
C. R-plots and KR-plots
With the above preparations, the PRM eigenfunctions can be expressed as
|IM〉
7
=
∑
K,Ωp,Ωn
dK,Ωp,Ωn |jpΩpjnΩnK, IM〉
=
∑
K,Ωp,Ωn
dK,Ωp,Ωn
∑
R,KR,Jpn,Ωpn
A
IK,JpnΩpn
jpΩpjnΩn,RKR
×
∑
Mpn,MR,mp,mn
〈JpnMpnRMR|IM〉
× 〈jpmpjnmn|JpnMpn〉|jpmp〉|jnmn〉|RKRMR〉, (18)
where the expansion coefficients dK,Ωp,Ωn are obtained by diagonalizing the total PRM Hamil-
tonian in Eq. (1). Hence, the probabilities for given R and KR are calculated as
PR,KR =
∑
Jpn
( ∑
K,Ωp,Ωn,Ωpn
dK,Ωp,ΩnA
IK,JpnΩpn
jpΩpjnΩn,RKR
)2
, (19)
and they satisfy the normalization condition
∑
R,KR
PR,KR = 1. (20)
The R-plot is obtained from the summed probabilities
PR =
∑
KR
PR,KR, (21)
whereas in the KR-plot the probabilities are summed differently
PKR =
∑
R
PR,KR. (22)
Moreover, the expectation value of the squared angular momentum operator Rˆ23 follows
as
〈IM |Rˆ23|IM〉 =
∑
R,KR
K2RPR,KR. (23)
III. NUMERICAL DETAILS
In our calculation, a system of one h11/2 proton particle and one h11/2 neutron hole
coupled to a triaxial rigid rotor with quadruple deformation parameters β = 0.23 and
triaxial deformation parameter γ ∈ [0◦, 30◦] is considered for the purpose of illustrating
the angular momentum geometry. Moments of inertia of the irrotational flow type Jk =
J0 sin2(γ − 2kpi/3) (k = 1, 2, 3) with J0 = 30 ~2/MeV are used.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Energy spectra
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FIG. 1: (a) Energy spectra of the yrast and yrare bands for the pi(1h11/2)⊗ν(1h11/2)−1 configuration
calculated in the PRM as a function of triaxial deformation parameter γ. (b) Energy differences
between the yrare and yrast bands as a function of γ.
The calculated energy spectra of the yrast and yrare bands for the configuration
pi(1h11/2) ⊗ ν(1h11/2)−1 as well as their energy differences are shown as a function of tri-
axial deformation parameter γ in Fig. 1(a) and (b) in the spin region 8~ ≤ I ≤ 20~.
For γ ≤ 10◦, the energy spectra of both yrast and yrare bands do not vary significantly.
Correspondingly, their energy differences at each spin are almost constant, in particular for
γ ≤ 5◦.
For 10◦ ≤ γ ≤ 20◦, the energy spectra of the yrast and yrare bands are sensitive to γ
and show different behaviors. For the yrast band, one sees a slightly decreasing behavior for
spins 8~ ≤ I ≤ 11~, and a increasing behavior for I ≥ 12~. In contrast to this, the yrare
band decreases in the entire spin region, showing a stronger decrease at high spins. Such
behaviors of the yrast and yrare bands cause the doublet bands to come close together, and
hence their energy differences decrease dramatically. For example, the energy difference at
I = 20~ decreases from about 1.0 MeV to about 0.3 MeV if γ is varied from 10◦ to 20◦.
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For 20◦ ≤ γ ≤ 30◦, only a slight variation of the energy spectra of the yrast and yrare
bands is observed. This feature narrows further the energy gap between the doublet bands,
making them more degenerate. Actually, it becomes difficult to identify two separated
rotational bands in the spin region 12~ ≤ I ≤ 20~ when γ reaches 30◦, since the energy
differences are less than 200 keV. In many publications [1, 26, 32, 39], γ = 30◦ is considered
as an ideal condition for the existence of chiral rotation for the symmetric particle-hole
configuration pi(1h11/2) ⊗ ν(1h11/2)−1. Here, one observes from Fig. 1(b) that very good
degeneracy and hence the condition for chiral rotation occurs also at γ ∼ 23◦ for I = 15~.
B. Angular momenta
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FIG. 2: Root mean square values of angular momentum components along the intermediate (i-),
short (s-), and long (l-) axes of the rotor, proton, neutron, and the total spin for the yrast and
yrare bands calculated in the PRM at γ = 0◦, 10◦, 20◦, and 30◦.
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In the following, the angular momentum geometries of the doublet bands are investigated
by considering the situations at γ = 0◦, 10◦, 20◦, and 30◦.
In Fig. 2, the angular momentum components along the intermediate (i-), short (s-), and
long (l-) axes of the rotor (R), proton (jp), neutron (jn), and the total spin (I) for the yrast
and yrare bands calculated in the PRM are shown for γ = 0◦, 10◦, 20◦, and 30◦.
For γ = 0◦, the deformation of the rotor is prolate. The lengths of the s- and i- axes and
the corresponding principal moments of inertia are identical, while the moment of inertia
with respect to the l-axis vanishes. Therefore, the angular momentum components along
the s- and i- axes are identical, and the collective rotation can not happen about the l-axis.
This is exhibited clearly in Fig. 2. Note that due to the axial symmetry of the prolate
nuclear shape with respect to the l-axis, the motion of the system is a planar rotation.
Both components of the rotor angular momentum increase linearly with the spin I, whereas
for the proton and neutron the angular momentum components remain almost constant.
The proton particle is mainly aligned along the s-/i- axes, while the neutron hole aligns
along the l-axis. With these features, the components of the total spin I along the s-/i-axis
also increases linearly, and the component along the l-axis stays constant. Moreover, the
components of the rotor angular momentum are different in the yrast and yrare bands. This
behavior leads to the large energy difference between the doublet bands, as shown in Fig. 1.
When deviating from the prolate deformation, the nuclear shape becomes slightly triaxial.
The three principal axes of the ellipsoid have different lengths, and to each corresponds a
finite moment of inertia. This makes collective rotations about any of the three axes possible.
For γ = 10◦, the l-axis component of the rotor angular momentum is small due to the small
moment of inertia. For the rotor, the components Rs and Ri are similar at the low spins in
the yrast band, but these two components are different from the bandhead upward in the
yrare band. For the proton, the components jps and jpi are similar, and the l-axis component
is again small. For the neutron, the component jnl is larger than jνs and jνi, which are both
similar. With these properties, the s- and i- components of the total spin come out similar,
and they are larger than the l-component. One observes that due to the slight deviation
from prolate deformation, the angular momentum geometry at γ = 10◦ does not change
much in comparison to that at γ = 0◦. This explains why the energy spectra for γ ≤ 10◦ do
not vary significantly, as shown in Fig. 1.
For γ = 20◦, the three angular momentum components are different for both the yrast
11
and yrare bands. As the total spin I increases, the components of R increases gradually,
while jp and jn move gradually towards the i-axis. Hence, the three angular momentum
form together the geometry for aplanar rotation. The difference of orientation in the yrast
and yrare bands appears to come mainly from for the rotor for I ≤ 14~, and from the proton
for I ≥ 17~. At I = 15 and 16~, the orientations of the rotor, proton, neutron, and the
total angular momentum in the yrast and yrare bands become similar, and therefore their
energy differences become smallest.
For γ = 30◦, the moments of inertia corresponding to the s- and l- axes are identical, and
therefore Rs = Rl. The rotor mainly aligns along the i-axis due to the largest momentum
of inertia. In addition, one finds jps = jnl, jpl = jns, and jpi = jni, which leads to Is =
Il. Similar to the case γ = 20
◦, the difference of orientation in yrast and yrare bands
at γ = 30◦ occurs mainly at low spins I ≤ 13~. This corresponds to the picture of chiral
vibration [32, 39]. At 15~ ≤ I ≤ 17~, the orientation in the yrast and yrare bands are similar,
and the doublet bands become almost degenerate, which leads chiral rotation [32, 39].
C. R-plots
In Fig. 3 the probability distributions PR of the rotor angular momentum (R-plots) in the
yrast and yrare bands for the pi(1h11/2)⊗ν(1h11/2)−1 configuration calculated at γ = 0◦, 10◦,
20◦, and 30◦ are shown. One observes that with increasing total spin I, the distributions
PR shift their weights from the low R to the high R region, indicating a gradual increase of
the rotor angular momentum.
At γ = 0◦ the quantum number R can take only even integer values since KR must be
zero, and therefore the distribution PR is zero at odd R. The R-plots for the yrast and yrare
bands show a different behavior in the whole spin region 8~ ≤ I ≤ 20~. The weights at each
R-value as well as the positions of the maxima are different. In general, the R-value with
maximal weight in the yrare band is 2~ larger than that in the yrast band. Such a behavior
causes a large energy difference between the doublet bands.
At γ = 10◦, the R-plot is quite similar to that at γ = 0◦. There are only some very small
contributions at odd R-values in the high-spin region.
At γ = 20◦, the weights at odd R-values are more substantial. This is due to the fact the
energies of the rotor for odd-R decrease with increasing γ and gradually become comparable
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FIG. 3: R-plots, probability distributions of the rotor angular momentum in the yrast and yrare
bands for the pi(1h11/2)⊗ ν(1h11/2)−1 configuration calculated with the PRM at γ = 0◦, 10◦, 20◦,
and 30◦.
to those for even-R at γ = 20◦ [56]. For I ≤ 12~, the R-value with maximal weight in the
yrare band is still 2~ larger than that in the yrast band. For I ≥ 13~, the R-plots for the
yrast and yrare bands are quite similar, although the detailed amplitudes are a bit different.
This similarity leads to the small energy differences (less than 300 keV) for the doublet
bands in this spin region.
At γ = 30◦, the most prominent feature is that the R-plots of the yrast and yrare bands
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are very similar for I ≥ 14~, concerning the distribution patterns and also the amplitudes.
These properties lead to the degenerated doublet bands.
D. KR-plots
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FIG. 4: KRl-plots, probability distributions for the projection of the rotor angular momentum onto
the l-axis in the yrast and yrare bands for the pi(1h11/2)⊗ν(1h11/2)−1 configuration calculated with
the PRM at γ = 0◦, 10◦, 20◦, and 30◦.
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In the following the probability distributions for the projections (KR = Rl, Rs, and Ri) of
the rotor angular momentum onto the l-, s-, and i-axes (KR-plots) will be investigated. For
γ ∈ [0◦, 30◦], the l-axis is the designated quantization axis. The distributions with respect to
the s- and i-axis are obtained by taking γ+120◦ and γ+240◦. These γ-values correspond to
the equivalent sectors such that the nuclear shape remains the same, and only the principal
axes get interchanged [51, 52]. The KR-plots are symmetric under KR → −KR due to the
D2 symmetry of the triaxial nucleus.
In Fig. 4, the probability distributions for the projection of the rotor angular momentum
onto the l-axis PRl are shown for the yrast and yrare bands at γ = 0
◦, 10◦, 20◦, and 30◦.
At γ = 0◦, l-axis component of the rotor angular momentum vanishes. Hence, PRl = 1
at Rl = 0 for all spin states.
At γ = 10◦, the KRl-plots are similar to those at γ = 0
◦. There appear only some small
distributions at Rl = ±2~ in the high-spin region of the yrare band. This is consistent with
the picture that the l-axis component of rotor angular momentum is small.
At γ = 20◦, the KRl distributions have weights mainly at Rl = 0, ±2~, indicating still
small l-axis component of the rotor angular momentum.
For γ = 30◦, the KRl distribution becomes wider, and one observes non-vanishing contri-
butions at Rl = ±4~. Moreover, for I ≥ 14~, the distributions in the yrast and yrare bands
are quite similar.
The probability distributions PRs of the component Rs are displayed in Fig. 5 for the
yrast and yrare bands at γ = 0◦, 10◦, 20◦, and 30◦.
For γ = 0◦, the distribution PRs has a wide spread with a peak around Rs = 0~ at
low spins I = 8 and 9~. For I ≥ 10~, this peak moves gradually towards large Rs value,
indicating the increase of the rotor angular momentum component along s-axis.
At γ = 10◦, the PRs distributions in the doublet bands have again a peak around Rs = 0~
for low spins I = 8 and 9~. For I ≥ 10~, the PRs-plots of the doublet bands behave
differently. In the yrast band it has two distinct peaks located at nonzero Rs, whereas in
the yrare band it is rather broad with a peak at Rs = 0~. This implies a larger mean square
deviation 〈R2s〉 in the yrast band compared to yrare band.
At γ = 20◦, the PRs distributions show a more complicated behavior with increasing spin.
For I ≤ 11~, one finds peaks around Rs = 0~ for both yrast and yrare bands. In the region
12~ ≤ I ≤ 15~, the peak in the yrast band occurs at nonzero Rs-values, while in the yrare
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FIG. 5: Same as Fig. 4, but for the projection onto the s-axis.
band it stays at Rs = 0~. For I ≥ 16~, the Rs-plots of the yrast and yrare bands are again
similar with a peak at Rs = 0~.
At γ = 30◦, the PRs and PRl distributions are the same since moments of inertia with
respect to l- and s-axes are identical. The PRs distributions becomes narrow in comparison
to the other cases of triaxial deformation. The peaks located around at Rs = 0~ demonstrate
the reduction of the rotor angular momentum component along the s-axis, as shown by the
four plots in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 6: Same as Fig. 4, but for the projection onto the i-axis.
In Fig. 6 the probability distributions PRi of the component Ri are shown for the yrast
and yrare bands at γ = 0◦, 10◦, 20◦, and 30◦.
At γ = 0◦, the PRi and PRs distributions are the same since the corresponding moments
of inertia are equal.
At γ = 10◦ the PRi distribution is similar to that at γ = 0
◦, but the amplitude at Ri = 0~
is a bit larger in the yrast band than in the yrare band.
At γ = 20◦, the PRi distribution for I ≤ 13~ in the yrast band has only one peak
17
at Ri = 0~, while that in the yrare band has two peaks at nonzero Ri. This situation
corresponds to the chiral vibration. For I ≥ 14~, the PRi distributions for both doublet
bands have two peaks at nonzero Ri, indicating the onset of chiral rotation.
At γ = 30◦, the behavior of the PRi distribution is similar to that at γ = 20
◦. It shows
the picture of chiral vibration for I ≤ 12~ and chiral rotation for I ≥ 13~. In the spin region
15~ ≤ I ≤ 17~, one observes that the PRi distributions are indistinguishable. This provides
the optimal situation for a chiral rotation.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have investigated the behavior of the collective rotor in chiral mo-
tion (vibration or rotation) in the particle rotor model by transforming the rotational wave
functions from the K-representation to the R-representation. After examining the energy
spectra of the doublet bands as well as their energy differences as functions of the triaxial
deformation parameter γ, the angular momentum components of the rotor, proton, neu-
tron, and the total system have been studied in detail at γ = 0◦, 10◦, 20◦, and 30◦. For
this purpose, the probability distributions of the rotor angular momentum (R-plots) and is
projections onto the three principal axes (KR-plots) have been calculated and analyzed.
At γ = 0◦ and 10◦, the behavior of the rotor in the yrast and yrare bands is different,
and hence the angular momentum geometry does not support a chiral rotation. At γ = 20◦
and 30◦, the evolution of the collective motion from chiral vibration at low spins to chiral
rotation at high spins has been verified. In the spin region where chiral vibrations occur, the
PRi distribution for the yrast band has only one peak at Ri = 0~, while for the yrare band
it has two peaks at nonzero Ri. In the spin region where chiral rotation occurs, the PRi
distributions for the doublet bands are similar, having two peaks at nonzero Ri. Moreover,
when the doublet bands become energetically degenerate, the behavior of the rotor is nearly
the same.
To this end, one should note that the R-plots and KR-plots presented in this work are
not directly measurable quantities. Therefore, in future we will use the R-plots and KR-
plots to calculate and examine the electromagnetic transition probabilities (E2 or M1) as
fingerprints of chiral collective motions in triaxially deformed nuclei.
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